Lisbon, 04 April 2008
Ref: F1/Ops/Stats/Mar08

SafeSeaNet monthly report
March 2008
1 - Background information
The purpose of the monthly report is to present the latest specific measurable elements and figures,
thereby providing a full and clear picture of the current status of SafeSeaNet. The report is made
available to EMSA, the Commission and MS for their further analysis and conclusions may be drawn
from it on current usage of the SSN system. It provides statistical elements on the quantity of
information provided to SSN and paragraph 4 also gives an indication of the quality of that data.
The objective of indicating the “data quality” is to assist Member States in understanding those areas
where their performance must be improved.
2 - Type of information
2.1 – SSN Notifications
Table 1 - SSN Notifications (March 2008)
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2.2 – SSN Requests
Table 2 - SSN Requests (March 2008)

EMSA comment - The comments made in February 08 remain valid for March 08.
3. Member States XML status
Table 3 summarises the MS’ current status of notifications by XML (automatic connection for the
message exchange) and projected dates when the remaining MS are expected to enter into
production or begin commissioning.
Table 3 – Current status of each MS

Updated: 02 April 2008
Notes:
(*) In operational status using the Web interface. Netherlands is still using the Web for some Ports.
(**) Delayed due to digital certificate problem.
Production

Passed the commissioning tests and entered into production.

Commissioned

Passed the commissioning tests only (not in production)
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No connection to SSN

EMSA comments - No information provided by Greece and Estonia. Latvia is performing the
commissioning tests. Romania and Slovenia are active Web users intending to introduce the XML
interface in 2008.
4. Data Quality (for data figures, refer to February 08)
4.1 - LCAs declared
Table 4 shows the number of LCAs declared / missing:
Table 4 - SSN vs LCA

EMSA comments - Though based on estimation, it is a reasonable conclusion that many LCAs have
still not been declared. A significant proportion of Sweden and Norway’s LCAs have yet to be
declared. Finland uploaded its list of authorities in February 08.
4.2 – Ports recorded by SSN (a comparison with other prominent EU data sources)
Table 5 compares the number of ports identified under SSN port notifications with those recorded by
other prominent EU data sources (EUROSTAT and PSC database).
Table 5 – Number of ports visited (Dec.07-Mar.08)

EMSA comment - Some MS are not providing all their port notifications as required by Article 4 of
the Directive.
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4.3 – Port Notifications recorded (a comparison with external sources)
Table 6 shows the number of SSN port notifications cross-checked with external data sources (Port
authorities web pages and Lloyds Maritime Intelligence Unit, LMIU):
Table 6 – Port Notifications (an comparison with external data sources)

EMSA comment - Only 71% overall of actual ship calls (confirmed by external sources) are recorded
as Port Notifications in SSN, Consequently, some MS are not providing all their port notifications as
required by Article 4 of the Directive.
4.4 - Number of persons on board recorded as “unknown”
Table 7 – Persons on Board derived from Port and Hazmat Notifications
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EMSA comment - Romania, and Italy are providing information on “persons on board” in all their
notifications, with only some users in Portugal and the Netherlands. Some MSs e.g. Spain, provide
information on “persons on board” only upon ‘request’ in the detailed part of the HAZMAT message
(*.pdf document).
4.5 – Destination “unknown” recorded in ship Notification messages (AIS and MRS)
Table 8- “unknown” destinations in ship notifications, by Member State

EMSA comment - A high proportion of notifications record the destination as “unknown”.
Improvements were achieved by Germany and Belgium. Belgium, Denmark and Sweden still use the
temporary adopted “workaround solution”, allowing them to report the destinations as transmitted,
‘raw data’ by the vessels through AIS (both in Locode and non-Locode).
4.6 Availability of the AIS/MRS detailed part of the messages
Table 9 summarizes the availability of the detailed part of messages when requested (EMSA Maritime
Support Services acting as data requestor).
Table 9 - Availability of the AIS messages details

EMSA comment - Italy provides data from its ARES system (a national VMS system receiving
worldwide reports - position, route, speed and destination - from vessels carrying the Italian flag).
The availability of Ship Notifications details has improved significantly. Lithuania is working on
technical problems preventing availability, while Belgium solved its problems early in the month.
Only notification scenarios can be performed by Sweden and their system is not able to respond to
requests, so they are not considered in these statistics.
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4.7 - HAZMAT routes1
Table 10 – HAZMAT cargo routes

EMSA comment - Some countries do not provide information for vessels leaving their ports with
HAZMAT cargo and some MS provide notifications only for outbound vessels.
The proportion of HAZMAT notifications indicating an “unknown” destination should be reduced by
stricter implementation and application by MSs of the LOCODE requirement.

1

Inbound vessel: the sender of the notification (NCA or LCA) and the next port of call belong to the same MS.

Outbound vessel: sender (NCA or LCA) and next port of call belong to different countries.
Unknown: the next port of call is unknown (Locode ZZUKN).
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4.8 - Availability of the messages details – HAZMAT
Table 11 - Availability of the HAZMAT details upon request

EMSA comments - The proportion of HAZMAT details available has shown considerable
improvement. Norway and Malta have advised of some technical difficulties that have sometimes
prevented the availability of the details. Finland is experiencing recurrent problems with message
availability.
Italy, Portugal, Slovenia and Sweden are not considered, as they have not performed commissioning
tests for request responses or have provided less than 10 HAZMAT notification messages for the
whole month.
The Maritime Support Services team (MSS) received complaints from MS over cases when the details
were not available.
Some MS provide HAZMAT notifications without having performed commissioning tests for requests
or responses.
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